Clean electrification for the world
Siemens is committed to innovating green energy technologies for the future today.
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We are facing
major challenges ...
Growing
demand for electricity

Dwindling resources

Climate Change



Agricultural production is expected to drop by 50% in Africa by 2020.



About 70-200 million Africans may be at risk of increased water stress levels due to climate change.



Also, a 2°C rise in temperatures may expose an additional 40- 60 million Africans to malaria; and rising sea
levels may cause increased risk of flooding and severely affect mangrove forests as well as coastal fisheries.
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Keeping climate
change in check



If climate change is to be held in check temperature must not rise by2°C by 20100.



About 70-200 million Africans may be at risk of increased water stress levels due to climate change.



The current overall greenhouse gas emissions should be cut more or less in half by 2050 - and by 80 to
90 percent in the industrialized countries.



About 550 million Africans lack access to electricity. 25% of the people are in the Sub-Sahara region.



Africa accounts for a mere 2.3 percent of fossil fuel consumption compared with a population share of
13.8 percent.



The challenge needing innovative answers is how can we connect Africans to the grid without increasing
Co2 emission.
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... and we have more than one answer

... because one answer isn’t enough.
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About us –
Over 150 years in Africa


Founded over 160 years ago.



We are a leading global innovative company with over 460 00 employees globally.



We have been actively involved in Africa for over 150 years.



Our core business Sectors comprises the following:
Energy

Divisions
Fossil Power
Generation
Wind Power
Solar & Hydro
Oil & Gas
Energy Service
Power
Transmission
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Healthcare

Divisions
Imaging &
Therapy
Systems
Clinical
Products
Diagnostics
Customer
Solutions

Industry

Divisions
Industry
Automation
Drive
Technologies
Customer
Services

Infrastructure & Cities

Divisions
Rail Systems
Mobility and
Logistics
Low and
Medium Voltage
Smart Grid
Building
Technologies
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A brief overview of our research & development


Siemens will forever be committed to R&D.



In fact, R&D is the pillar of Siemens success.



During the fiscal year 2012, Siemens invested about Euro 4 billion.



The amount exceeded the previous investment by about Euro 500 million.



Globally, Siemens has 28000 researchers and developers.



Annually, we enter into over 1000 R&D partnerships.
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Siemens Environmental Portfolio
The 2011 CO2 emission achievement
 Siemens aims at enhancing the quality of lives through innovation.
 In 2011, the quality of our inventions helped our customers to reduce their CO2 emissions by 317 million
tons compared to 2002.

 That was the total yearly CO2 emission of Berlin, Delhi, Istanbul, Hong Kong, London, New York,
Singapore and Tokyo.
 We are doing our part to help saving the planet and its inhabitants to a great extent.
 In 2011, the revenues from our environmental portfolio increased to almost Euro 30 billion.
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Energy Sector: Molteno Reservoir in Cape Town, 1889
Molteno Resevoir is Eskom’s heritage site today
World’s
longest rotor blades
 In 1889 Siemens built its first renewable energy project in Cape Town, the Molteno Reservoir.
 This is an indication that our commitment to alternative energy solutions dates far back in Africa.
 Molteno Resevoir was Cape Town’s first power plant.
 It was also the first hydro electric station in South Africa.

The Molteno Reservoir was commissioned in 1895.
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Energy Sector: The Cahora- Bassa Hydro Power Plant
Providing clean electricity in Mozambique & Johannesburg
World’s
longest rotor blades
 In 1977, Siemens was a key partner in the construction of the Cahora Bassa Hydro Power Plant in
Mozambique.
 Cahora Bassa is considered one of the biggest hydro power pant facility in the world.
 Siemens also supplied bipolar High Voltage Direct Current (HDVC).
 The HVDC lines transmit electricity from Mozambique to Johannesburg, about 1500 km away.

Cahora Bassa Hydro Power
Plant
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HVDC’s transformer
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Energy Sector: Ingula Pump Storage Scheme
Siemens partnership with Voith Hydro for Ingula Pump Storage
World’s
longest rotor blades
 Ingula Pump Storage is a 1332 MW plant for Eskom.
 It is located in the Drakensburg, between Kwa-Zulu Natal and Free State Province.
 Voith Hydro supplies include the four pump turbines, each with a capacity of 342 MW, the associated
motor generators, as well as the entire control and automation systems.
 Ingula is scheduled for completion by late 2014 and is one of the world’s biggest pump storages.
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Siemens Energy Sector –
Strength through market leadership

No. 1
Industrial steam turbines

No. 1
Advanced
gas turbine series

No. 1
Offshore
wind power plants

No. 1
Power plant
instrumentation & controls

No. 1
Offshore
grid connections

No. 1
High Voltage Direct
Current Transmission
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Energy Sector: Wind Division
2012: Siemens introduces the world’s longest rotor blades
World’s
longest rotor blades
 Measuring 85 meters in length, the the blades are almost as big as the wingspan of an Airbus A380.
 The B75 rotor blades will be installed into a prototype 6 MW offshore wind power system in
Denmark‘s.
 As it moves, each rotor covers 18,600 square meters, which is the size of two and a half soccer fields.
 Our special technologies made it possible to make the rotor blades extremely strong yet lightweight.
 On July, 2012, DONG Energy signed an agreement with Siemens for total of 300 wind turbines using
which will make use of these new rotor blades.

Transportation of the B75 rotor blades to the site took an 85 meter long vehicle
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Solutions for clean Fossil Power Generation
SGT5-8000H gas turbine achieves 60.75% efficiency
 In May 2011, Siemens SGT5-8000H achieved 60.75% efficiency.
 This is still a world record in power plant efficiency with a new gas turbine
 The SGT5-8000H was developed in cooperation with universities and research institutes in about ten
years.
 The SGT5-8000H is designed for 400 MW in simple cycle operation and 600 MW in combined cycle
operation.
 A single SGT5-8000H turbine in combined cycle operation can supply a metropolis like Berlin with 3.5
million residents with electric power.
 Approximately 750 Siemens employees worked on this project.
 Twelve of this SGT5-8000H have been ordered in Germany, USA and South Korea.

The total investment volume adds up to EUR30 million.
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Siemens Energy Sector – Success through
higher efficiency in fossil power plants

World record

World record

47%

60.75%

efficiency in
coal-fired power plants

efficiency
in combined cycle power plants

The Waigaoqiao II hard coal power plant in Shanghai
with a capacity of 2 x 900 megawatts points to the
future: Thanks to the advanced power plant
technology using supercritical steam parameters
(high steam temperatures and pressures),
Waigaoqiao II saves 2.1 million tons of CO2 a year.

The combined cycle power plant in Irsching Block 4
achieves an efficiency of 60.75 percent. The heart of
the plant is the innovative SGT5-8000H gas turbine
from Siemens, with a nominal capacity of 375 MW.
The power plant beats all previous records in
capacity, efficiency and operating flexibility.
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Siemens Energy Sector – Success through higher
efficiency in power plants and power transmission

Additional

World record

200 MW

800 kV

through modernization in 2011

for direct current transmission

Through the modernization and upgrading of gas
and steam power plants worldwide, Siemens
achieved 200 additional megawatts of capacity in
2011 with the same fuel consumption.

The world‘s most powerful HVDC transmission line
with 800 kV voltage in China transports around
5,000 mega-watts of electricity from the hydro
power plants in Yunnan Province over 1,400
kilometers to the urban centers in Guangdong
Province. This saves 30 mega-tons of CO2 every
year.
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Siemens Energy Sector – Success through
higher efficiency in renewable energies
World record

33.9%

New performance dimensions

6 MW
for wind turbines

efficiency with
concentrated photovoltaic module
With its highly concentrating photovoltaic modules,
Semprius – a strategic partner of Siemens
headquartered in the U.S. – achieved a record
efficiency of 33.9 percent.

The new 6-megawatt wind turbine from Siemens is
especially light at 350 tons, and thus offers both
higher performance as well as advantages of
substantially lower costs in its class.
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Energy Sector: Solution for clean Fossil Power
Generation
CO2 capture and storage
 Siemens is developing two technologies for CO2 capture and
storage (CCS) for new and existing power plants: combined cycle
power plants with integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) and
CO2 capture from the flue gas of power plants (post-combustion
capture).
 In IGCC plants the conversion of coal into power can be combined
with upstream CO2 separation. Siemens technology is suitable for
various different fuels and is exceptionally reliable and lowmaintenance.
 Since September 2009 Siemens and E.ON Kraftwerke operate a
pilot plant for precipitation of CO2 from coal-fired power plants at the
E.ON Staudinger power plant near Hanau (Germany). With the postcombustion capture process, Siemens is pushing ahead with the
development of this process for climate-compatible electricity
generation from coal.
 In a study for Norwegian power supplier Statkraft, Siemens is further
developing this post-combustion technology for use in natural gasfired combined cycle power plants as well.
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Investing in local talent & innovation
Siemens partners with University of Johannesburg for 2012 Solar Challenge
 The Sasol South Africa Solar Challenge took place on 18-28 September.
 The aim was to promote the development of sustainable engineering design, efficient energy use,
environmental awareness and innovation.
 The two weeks race saw solar charged vehicles racing about 5000 km across the country.
 The UJ vehicle design was a result of collaboration of undergraduates and postgraduates students
 Other sponsors in the project included MTN, Eskom, SASOL, etc.
 Participating students have gained skills and invaluable knowledge on this modern technology.
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Local Univerisity Ambassadors programme
Strengthening collaboration with universities
 This program is aimed at strengthening our long-term collaboration with academic institutions that are
of strategic importance for Siemens.
 Partner universities include the following: University of Witwatersrand, University of Johannesburg,
University of Stellenbosch, University of Cape Town, Cape Peninsula University, University of Pretoria,
Tshwane University of Technology, University of Kwa-Zulu Natal, Durban Institute of Technology, and
the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University.
 The selected ambassadors helps identify research needing collaboration and to promote Siemens as
a leading innovative technology leader.
 The programme also aims to position Siemens as an employer of choice/attract young talent.
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The Cyber Junkyard
Fostering relationships between industry and universities
 Cyber Junkyard industrial inter-tertiary competition is aimed to foster ongoing developmental
relationships between industry and education in Southern Africa.
 The competition encourages innovation in engineering faculties.
 Students and lectures are exposed to cutting-edge industrial equipment and training.
 Cyber Junkyard participants are fulltime students in the undergraduates studies in various technical
fields.
 Participants are provided with concept a and equipment to design various equipment in the most
innovative ways.
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Skills development
Empowering the people to power the country





Siemens is committed to helping South Africa to have more skilful human resources.
To date, about R13 million was invested in the SAJ Artisan Training Centre in Johannesburg.
In Lephalale FET College in Limpopo, about R10 million was spent.
Many of the trained and qualified artisans have secured employment with some of our customers.
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The NXAir Switchgear Lunch
Partnership between Siemens, Voith Hydro and Eskom
 Africa’s proudly manufactured NXAir Medium Voltage Switchgear at the North Riding manufacturing
facility.
 The NXAir came as result of the Voith-Hydro, a Siemens partner, partaking in the Ingula Pump
Storage Scheme.
 Previously NXAir Switchgears were imported from Europe and are now built locally.
 15 people were employed and some were trained in Europe.
 Voith invested R15 million.
 The project is part of our many localisation initiatives to ensure that Mzansi becomes a technology
hub,
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The NXAir Switchgear Lunch

 Renewable energy in South Africa is booming.
 By 2030 the government intends adding about 17800 MW from renewables.
 Siemens has already established the Centre of Wind Power Competence in South Africa to service
Africa and the Middle East.
 We are well positioned as a technology leader and a local company to help Mzansi powers its people
with carbon free energy.
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Promotional material
All branded with Siemens logo
and I count/We are Energy
message engraved.
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